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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Future Foundation has sponsored a study of the Treasure Valley region in order to define
present and future infrastructure needs and to formulate a long-term strategy to meet those needs.
Because of the area’s rapid growth over the past decade, there is a need to produce a region-wide
plan concerning the expansion of infrastructure systems across the region. This plan includes the
determination of public and private responsibilities in planning, constructing, and managing
facilities, and finding the financial resources to meet future needs.
The first phase of the study was to assess current and future infrastructure needs in the Treasure
Valley and to estimate potential revenue shortfalls to meet these needs. Tischler and Associates
of Bethesda, Maryland conducted this phase of the study. The Tischler Report estimated the total
costs for infrastructure (parks, schools, highways, sewer and water) evaluated to be $1.9 billion
by the year 2015.
The second phase of the study was conducted by Douglas R. Porter Consulting Services, Chevy
Chase, Maryland, and was to determine appropriate models for service delivery in the region.
The Porter Report recommended: establishing a bi-county agency responsible for planning and
programming highway improvements in the Treasure Valley region; exploring the costs and
benefits of consolidating highway districts and some school districts and; forming a bi-county
park commission and a regional water and/or wastewater authority.
The third phase was conducted by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at Boise State
University. The purpose of this phase of the study was to “prepare initial evaluations of optional
revenue sources” by: 1) selecting key potential revenue sources for study; 2) determining critical
data for each source; and 3) preparing this summary report on the options that describe the
potential revenue sources, their pros and cons, and experiences in other regions. The analysis
provides the information necessary to allow formulation of a strategy for appropriate state
legislation. The key sources of revenue identified for study are: local option taxes (including
regional taxing authorities), regional tax sharing, and state shared revenues.
Local option taxes would be a new source of revenue to most local governments in Idaho. Even
though there are some entities, such as the Boise Auditorium District and the “resort” cities,
which are able to utilize local option taxes, local governments in Idaho generally do not have
such authority. The primary focus here is on local option sales taxes, the most widely used form
of local option taxation in the country. The analysis includes an examination of the advantages
and disadvantages of the local option sales tax and examples of its use by local governments
across the nation and particularly in the West. Appendix A, Revenue Projections, shows an
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analysis of the potential revenue contributions to the Treasure Valley region of a statewide sales
tax increase is compared with potential tax collections from a local option sales tax.
Regional tax sharing provides a method for allocating the benefits of significant growth in the tax
base of a region to those entities that would not otherwise share in these major base increases but
who share the costs nonetheless. Although fiscal disparities are not a major problem in the
Treasure Valley area as of yet, they may well be in the future. In that event, the fiscal
equalization functions of regional tax base sharing will be critical. There is also an increasing
interest in regional governance opportunities in the Treasure Valley that would help to better
provide and plan for infrastructure. Several examples of regional tax base sharing efforts are
included in this report as well as its advantages and disadvantages.
State shared revenue is an important part of local government budgets. This examination of state
shared revenues includes consideration of changing one or more statewide formulas to benefit the
Treasure Valley as one of Idaho’s significant population, economic, and growth areas. Currently,
state shared revenue formulas do not directly take into account point of origin, but are based
upon factors such as population, assessed valuation, road mileage, and others that are only
indirectly related to the revenue generation of the area. Advantages and disadvantages of state
shared revenue are discussed in relation to tax capacity, tax efficiency, and statewide
equalization. Also included is a brief comparison of some state shared revenue practices in other
western states.
Revenue Projections
A variety of alternatives for generating revenues sufficient to close the $1.9 billion gap identified
in the Tischler Report are considered in this study (See Appendix A, Revenue Projections).
Some alternatives produce significant amounts of revenue while others are able to raise only a
small portion of the funds needed. It is probable that a combination of revenue sources will be
needed to obtain the level of funding required to finance the infrastructure demands identified in
the Tischler report.
The revenue sources that would raise the most funds are the property tax and local option sales
tax. Property tax revenues for operating budgets are currently limited to a growth rate of three
percent plus a growth factor. It would take an additional annual property tax levy of $5.82 per
$1,000 of assessed value to raise the entire $1.9 billion from the property tax. The additional
property tax levy required to fund the bonds needed to pay for school construction ($731 million)
would average $2.24 per $1,000 of assessed value for each year to 2015. A bond election,
override or changes to local government revenue raising authority may be required to generate
these projected amounts.
Various ways of using sales taxes for generating revenues to address the $1.9 million revenue
gap were considered. These included increasing the state-wide sales tax by one percent, enacting
a local option sales tax of one percent, and changing the formula for the distribution of the state
sales tax. Enacting a one percent local option sales tax in Ada and Canyon counties would be the
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most productive of these measures, generating an estimated $826 million in additional revenue
for the years 1998-2015 (although Ada County revenue amounts may be overstated). This figure
does not include “multi-county” and “out-of-state” sales. If these are factored into the projection,
revenues raised from a one-percent local option sales tax could be significantly greater.
Revenue estimates were also made for several alternatives to the Highway Distribution
Account. Among the considerations were a $0.01 increase in the state fuel tax, a $0.01 local
option fuel tax, a $1.00 increase in the state vehicle registration fees, a $1.00 local option vehicle
registration fee (in addition to the current Ada County Highway District fee), and changes in the
Highway Account distribution formula. The option generating the greatest revenue of those
considered was the $0.01 local option fuel tax. An estimated $49 million could be generated for
each $0.01 in local option fuel tax in Ada and Canyon Counties for the years 1998-2015.
The third source of state-shared revenue considered was the Liquor Distribution Account. A
change in the distribution formula was considered, but the most significant revenues from this
source would be to increase the price of liquor by $1.00 per bottle in Ada and Canyon Counties
and dedicate those funds to infrastructure improvements. Over $31 million could be raised for
each $1.00 increase in the price per bottle of liquor.
The infrastructure financing needs identified in the Tischler Report could be met using any
combination of the revenue sources described in this report (see the following table). One
alternative is outlined in the following table where property taxes are used for school
construction and a 1% local option sales tax and a $0.02 fuel tax are used to fund parks and
highways. User fees would pay for improvements in the sewer and water systems.
Service
Area
Parks
Schools
Highways
Sewer
Water

Infrastructure
Possible Ways of Addressing Infrastructure Cost
Costs
$168 million
1% local option sales tax ($168 million/$826 million)
$731 million
Property tax ($597 million) plus portion of local option sales tax
($134/$826 million)
$200 million
$0.02 local option fuel tax ($98 million), and local option sales
tax ($524/$826 million)
$280 million
User fees
$91 million
User fees
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Recommendations
Based upon our revenue projections and overall evaluation of the revenue sources selected for
this study, we make the following recommendations:
1. Our findings are that a local option sales tax would generate a significant amount of revenue
sufficient to meet most of the infrastructure needs documented in the Tischler Report. The
sales tax is one of the most “popular” taxes in the state. The positive resort cities’ track
record should provide a good basis for extending this authority to urban areas, particularly if
the revenues are dedicated to capital improvements. A formula should be devised for the
allocation of these monies among Treasure Valley public facilities. There is much
information in both our report and the Porter report that would give guidance to local
officials as to how various formulas have been devised and how they are working in several
regions in the country.
2. As noted in the Tischler study, a significant amount of the revenue gap is the responsibility of
entities that have enterprise funds (e.g., water and sewer). These funds should be selfsupporting from fee schedules that should be constantly examined and reviewed by the
governing bodies. Local officials should systematically review their fee schedules to make
sure they are adequate and address the issues noted in this report.
3. The formulas for the distribution of the state sales tax monies through the City-County
Revenue Sharing and Inventory Replacement programs has been a focus of recent discussion.
The real or perceived inequities in the state sales tax distribution formula should be addressed
by the legislature. Many of our local governments in growth areas have been the generators of
our economic success. They should receive an appropriate return of the revenues generated
in their jurisdictions if they are going to be able to continue to provide the impetus for growth
in this state. Whatever formula changes might be made, however, must include a “holdharmless” provision for those entities that could suffer losses under a changed formula. No
entity should be forced to lose revenue without having a mechanism to replace lost revenue.
Currently, under the three percent property tax cap there is no such mechanism.
4. Regional tax sharing may be a useful tool in the Treasure Valley, not necessarily for
generating new revenue but redistributing revenues more equitably. It has been studied by
two regional entities--the Treasure Valley Leadership Conference and the Treasure Valley
Partnership. A tax sharing plan that addresses the problem of spreading the benefits of major
new developments throughout the region (just as the costs of such development are spread
throughout the region) could be a significant contribution to addressing impacts among local
government entities in the Treasure Valley. Legislative action would probably be required to
implement such a sharing arrangement including a formula to distribute the “pooled” portion
of the increase in tax base. The alternative used in some regions is an intergovernmental
agreement.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Local Option Taxation

LOCAL OPTION TAXATION
Local option taxes have become a major non-property tax alternative as local governments
decrease their dependence on the property tax (NCSL 1997) [See Appendix B for an overview of
revenue sources for municipalities in several western states]. However, prior to consideration of
non-property tax options for Idaho local governments, it is important to examine the current local
government situation both nationally and in Idaho. Included in this section will be a discussion
of Idaho’s most prominent local tax, the property tax, and local governments’ fastest growing
source of new revenue, service fees and user charges.
Property Tax in Idaho
The property tax is widely used as a major source of revenue for both operating and capital
budgets. Local units of government in Idaho rely more heavily upon this source than do local
units in most other states. For example, regardless of the size of the city, from 35% to 50% of
the operating budget is funded by the property tax. Most facility construction and improvement
is funded either by the property tax, general obligation bonds, revenue bonds (through revenues
generated by a particular facility such as water, sewer, or airport facilities, for example), impact
fees for surface transportation, or by some state shared revenues like monies from the Highway
User Account.
The property tax in Idaho has always been a source of controversy and debate. The history of tax
policy in Idaho is essentially the history of a search for alternative revenue sources (Kempton and
Weatherby 1997). The passage of the state income tax in 1931 was a move to provide property
tax relief; so was the passage of the state sales tax in 1965. Yet despite the implementation of
these relief measures, the property tax continues to be controversial. Public opinion surveys
going back to the 1970s have revealed this animosity. The 1998 BSU Public Policy Survey
documents that the property tax is considered to be the “least fair” tax in the state, a finding fairly
consistent with national attitudes (NCSL 1997). This antipathy continues despite evidence
indicating that on a comparative basis, either by a per capita or income criteria, the Idaho
property tax burden is among the lowest in the country. On an average income basis, it ranks
37th nationally and 38th on a per capita basis [see Appendix C, State and Local Taxes – How
Idaho Compares]. In terms of the total tax structure, Idaho’s state and local taxes are among the
most balanced and progressive in the nation (Idaho Tax Facts and Principles 1996).
Idaho tax limitations. Idaho’s property tax has been subject to a number of limitations: a 4% cap
in the early 1970s, 5% in the 1980s, and 3% in the 1990s. The current property tax limitation,
imposed in 1995, provides that the increase in the property tax portion of the budget, subject to
some exceptions like bonded indebtedness, cannot exceed 3% unless there is “real growth” in the
local government tax base. Expanded levying authority may be exercised beyond this 3% if there
is a substantial increase in tax base due to new construction or annexation. However, “artificial”
increases due to reappraisal or inflation cannot be used for budget expansion purposes.
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Bonded indebtedness and the supermajority requirement. In addition, Idaho is a low debt state.
Historically, few general obligation (G.O.) bonds are approved because of the constitutional
requirement that most bonds have to be approved in an election by a 2/3 supermajority vote.
Those bonds that do pass are typically for school facilities and often pass only after having been
submitted to the voters in several elections. Idaho is one of the few states in which there is a
supermajority requirement and no systematic state aid program for school facilities.
In addition to this limitation, a shift has occurred in the funding source of public education from
the property tax to more broad-based forms of taxation that support the state general account
(such as the sales tax and income tax). Ever since the passage of the sales tax in 1965, there has
been a continuing shift of such funding from the property tax to the state general account.
Advantages and disadvantages of the property tax. The advantages of the property tax are as
follows: it is a relatively stable form of revenue; its yield is generally predictable and plentiful;
and taxpayer avoidance is limited. For public safety and some infrastructure-related services,
there is an easy correlation between taxpayer burden and benefits. The relationship between a
service such as education and the property tax, however, is more tenuous (Wallin 1992). The
property tax is somewhat elastic and does grow to a certain extent with the economy. Finally, the
property tax is a deductible item on federal income tax returns (if taxpayers itemize their taxes).
Property Tax
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Advantages
Related to services received (police,
fire, streets)
Automatically indexed so those
with higher property values pay
more
Large sums can be raised
Stable and predictable revenue
Taxpayer avoidance is limited
Deductible on federal income tax
returns
Relatively elastic
Accountability (open records)
Visibility

!
!
!
!
!
!

Disadvantages
Somewhat unrelated to
services received
(education)
Not based on ability to pay
(not equitable)
Regressivity
May negatively impact
investment in real property
Taxes debt more than
wealth
Public animosity

The disadvantages of the property tax are many. To begin with, it is not based on ability to pay.
Property tax bills can increase without a commensurate increase in the taxpayer’s salary or in the
level of service provided by a government entity. Despite exemptions like the hardship
exemption, homeowner’s exemption, and circuit breaker, it is still a regressive tax (although
generally real property owners have higher incomes). It may provide a disincentive to improve
property because increases in value often lead to increased tax burdens. Furthermore, it is more
of a tax on debt than wealth. It is also particularly unpopular with the public.
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In summary, the property tax as an additional source of revenue for infrastructure funding is
significantly limited. Even as a revenue support to the operating budget it has problems. The
best local Idaho officials can hope for is some relaxation of the three percent restraints, passage
of certain override measures, and a reduction of the supermajority for general obligation bonds;
politically, the property tax should not be seen as the significant source of revenue to close the
major gap between revenues and costs identified in the Tischler study.
Property Tax Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
An additional property tax levy of $5.82 per $1,000 of assessed value would be required to raise
the $1.9 billion needed to address infrastructure needs in Ada and Canyon Counties to 2015.
This means that for a house valued at $120,000 ($70,000 taxable value after deducting the
homeowner’s exemption), the average increase would be $407.40 per year. A large portion of
the $1.9 billion is for school construction ($731 million) which has traditionally been funded by
the property tax. It is estimated that an annual property tax levy of $2.24 per $1,000 of assessed
value would be required to finance $731 million for schools. Owners of a $120,000 home
($70,000 taxable value) would pay an additional $156.80 per year.
Fees and Service Charges
Fees and service charges have grown substantially over the past several years, especially since
the passage of property tax limitation measures coming out of the “era of the property tax revolt”
initiated by California’s Proposition 13 in 1978.
User fees have been used for several types of infrastructure financing, but rarely do they cover
the entire cost of improvements or new facilities. These fees and charges can be levied in a
variety of ways: a one-time fee (e.g., impact fees, or initial hook-up charges); a flat rate (e.g.,
monthly sewer charge); or a charge tied to the level of service, such as metered water use or
storm water runoff. The most common infrastructure needs for which fees and charges are used
are sewer, water, and garbage. Rarely are general revenues used to support these services.
Advantages and disadvantages of fees and user charges. The main advantage of user fees is that
there is a direct relationship between benefits and charges (i.e., essentially, those who benefit pay
for the service). Particularly since the passage of the One Percent Initiative in 1978, there has
been significant support for fee increases as a source of revenue in Idaho. (That support is
evident in recent public opinion surveys.) Furthermore, user fees may help restrict the use of
scarce resources such as water, power, and landfill space. Ideally, user fees should allow
providers to be self-supporting and even to achieve marketplace efficiency.
The disadvantages include low stability (because charges only increase when rate increases are
imposed). If the fee for a service is too high it may result in the loss, not the generation, of new
revenue. Fees and charges are not as elastic as other sources of revenue (they do not
automatically rise with economic expansion). Equity, however, is the major issue with user fees;
those least able to pay may be forced to pay a higher proportion of their income to get a needed
service. Some may be denied services because they cannot afford to pay the associated fee.
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User Fees
!
!
!
!
!
!

Advantages
Direct relationship between
benefits and charges
Limits use of scarce resources
Sometimes self-supporting
Marketplace efficiency may be
achieved by providers
More acceptable to taxpayers
Some can be administered
without permission from state

!
!
!
!
!
!

Disadvantages
Does not always cover costs
Not voted on
Regressivity (equity issues)
Not deductible on federal tax
returns
Low stability
Low elasticity

User Fee Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
As noted in the Tischler study, a significant amount of the revenue gap is the responsibility of
entities that have enterprise funds (e.g., water and sewer). These funds should be self-supporting
from fee schedules that should be constantly examined and reviewed by the governing bodies.
Local officials should systematically review their fee schedules to make sure they are adequate
and address the issues noted in this report.
Local Option Sales and Other Non-Property Taxes
Local option non-property taxation is widely used throughout the country and in the West. A
recent study by the National Conference of State Legislatures (1997) indicated that of the 45
states that use sales taxes (Idaho’s neighboring states of Montana and Oregon are two of the five
that do not), thirty-three of these states allow one or more local governments to levy sales taxes.
Even Alaska, which does not have a sales tax, allows cities and boroughs to levy selected excise
taxes. Other states, such as Oregon, give their local governments the authority to impose hotelmotel taxes. Twenty-three states allow both cities and counties to impose the taxes. Six states
authorize transit district taxes and two provide for school district taxes (NCSL 1997).
There are numerous examples of the uses of local option taxes, especially the sales tax:
Aurora, Colorado has a local option sales tax that is earmarked for capital improvements as
well as a tax on construction materials. Colorado home rule cities may also impose such taxes.
Pueblo, Colorado has utilized much of its 2.5% local option sales tax to support economic
development activities since the early 1980s (Weatherby and Witt 1994).
In 1988, Denver, Colorado voters passed a 0.1% sales tax that would directly fund non-profit
cultural organizations (see Appendix D, Case Study: Denver Scientific and Cultural Facilities
District). The tax was renewed for a ten-year term in 1994 and the model has been duplicated by
Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, and Fresno (SCFD Pamphlet).
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San Diego has long had an occupancy tax. In the 1980s a portion of the revenue from this tax
was allocated to the San Diego Commission for the Arts and Culture. In 1994, the tax was
increased to 10.5%, a one-cent dedication of which is earmarked for the arts commission. In
1978, a 2% bed tax was established with the help of state enabling legislation, a local
referendum, and a county ordinance. There is a voter-approved county sales tax in San Diego
County that benefits the City Transit Board. The revenues are channeled through the San Diego
Association of Governments (Susan Brown pers. comm.) (see Appendix E, Case Study: San
Diego County Regional Transportation Local Option Sales Tax).
Miami/Dade County, Florida has an ordinance allocating 20% of the annual proceeds from its
local option tax to the Dade County Cultural Affairs Council, 60% to the countywide convention
and visitors’ bureau, and the remainder goes to the city of Miami for the Orange Bowl.
In 1985, Columbus, Ohio increased by 25% the allocation of its bed tax to the Greater
Columbus Arts Council and raised the total tax to 6%. Although there is no legislation
guaranteeing the arts allocation of the hotel-motel tax, the revenue is viewed as being rather
secure due to the benefits that these monies provide to the arts, the tourism industry, and the
entire community (Neiman 1996).
Clark County, Nevada has a Regional Flood Control District supported by 0.25% of the voter
approved sales tax collected within Clark County. Revenue has increased steadily due to growth
within the region but, because there is a cap on state sales tax in Nevada, there have been recent
efforts to repeal the district’s authority.
The Idaho experience with local option taxation. Despite the efforts of local government
officials since 1974, cities and counties in Idaho do not have general local option authority.
There have been very few legislative sessions in which local option legislation has not been
introduced and debated, but the Legislature has been very reluctant to relinquish this taxation
authority to local officials (even with the requirement of supermajority voter approval).
The first breakthrough in the local option arena occurred in the late 1970s when the legislature
granted “resort cities” hotel-motel and liquor-by-the-drink tax authority and then later, in the
1980s, granted them general sales tax local option authority. The cities of Lava Hot Springs,
McCall, Stanley, Idaho City, Ketchum, and Sun Valley, either do currently, or did in the past,
utilize this authority. Resort city legislation requires a 60% majority voter approval to enact the
tax and it is only “resort” cities (defined as any city which derives a “major portion of its
economic well-being from businesses catering to recreational needs and meeting needs of people
traveling to that destination city for an extended period of time” [50-1044]) with populations of
10,000 and under which are eligible to utilize the tax. The tax was challenged in the courts and
ultimately upheld by the Idaho Supreme Court.
In 1996, the legislative authority was broadened first with the extension of the resort county tax
to Kootenai County to allow it to impose a voter-approved local option sales tax, and second
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with the provision of an intergovernmental agreement for dividing the revenues generated from a
voter-approved local option vehicle registration fee.
There are currently four resort cities which levy local option taxes: Ketchum, Sun Valley,
Stanley, and Lava Hot Springs. The City of Sun Valley imposes a 2% retail sales tax, the total
revenues from which are approximately $1 million (this constitutes approximately 40% of the
city’s general fund revenues). The revenues are used for such purposes as: parks, trails, and
recreation; municipal transportation; administration and legal expenses; fire protection; law
enforcement; land acquisition; property tax relief; public information and education; roads and
grounds; economic development activity; and hospital support.
Lava Hot Springs levies a 2% tax on all retail sales, including services although groceries are
exempt. Annual total collections are approximately $70,000. The monies are used for fire,
ambulance, and capital improvements (sewer, water, and roads). In 1981, a 5% “bed-n-booze”
tax was implemented and was used until 1993 when voters changed to the 2% broad based
general sales tax (which has collected more revenues than the “bed-n-booze” 5% tax).
The City of Ketchum imposes a retail sales tax of 1% as well as a 2% tax on hotel, motel, and
condominium rooms and liquor-by-the-drink. Local option taxes have been in effect in Ketchum
for 13 years. Exemptions are provided for groceries, motor vehicle sales, and medicine. The tax
generates approximately $1.5 million annually, which is about 24% of the total city revenue. It
funds the public transit system and provides additional support for public safety and street
services, as well as the acquisition of a local park-and-ride and Forest Park.
The local option tax in Stanley raises approximately $70,000 annually and represents 25% of the
city’s total budget. The revenues are used for such purposes as law enforcement, property tax
relief, and support for the library, chamber of commerce, and Salmon River Emergency Clinic.
Advantages and disadvantages of the local option (sales) tax. The advantages of this tax include
the fact that it is, in many senses, the most convenient and politically acceptable; the popularity
of the tax is well-established in public opinion polls. It is simple to administer because the tax
“piggy backs” the state sales tax in most cases. Substantial revenue can be generated with little
danger of causing flight of either population or economic activity. This tax can be used to lower
property taxes and to increase revenue. The regressive aspects of the tax can be softened by
exemptions for food, utilities, medicine, shelter, and/or periodicals. It is a relatively invisible tax
and there is a perception that most everybody pays the tax equally. Furthermore, the local option
tax frees local governments from dependency on state revenues, the unpopular property tax, and
increases their autonomy. (This, of course, is an advantage for local governments but might be
seen as a disadvantage by states since it diminishes their control). A final advantage is that some
of the burden of a local option sales tax is borne by non-residents.
There are several potential disadvantages. Using the local sales tax can be a problem when it is
“piggy-backed” on the state sales tax if the tax rate is uniform throughout the state. The question
arises if these are in fact local taxes. But, on the other hand, if the rates are not uniform, there is
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potential for interlocal tax competition. Shoppers could take action to avoid taxes if the same
items and services are available in a nearby community with a lower rate or no tax at all; for
example, this is the case with residents of Vancouver, Washington who cross over into Portland,
Oregon to do their shopping tax-free. The tax has a mixed record in terms of equity and its
stability is somewhat questionable as well. Whether or not it is mildly regressive or progressive
depends upon the amount and type of exemptions granted. In recessions, when purchasing is
reduced, revenues decrease; but in good economic times revenues flow freely into local
government coffers.
Local Option Tax
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Advantages
Lessens the dependency on the
property tax
Broadens the tax base
High elasticity
Allows taxation of nonresidents
Lessens dependency on state
revenues
Creates more autonomy for
local governments over
revenues and expenditures
Relatively popular with the
public
Simple and convenient if
piggy-backed on the state tax
Perception exists that everyone
pays equally

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

Disadvantages
Influence on relocation of
businesses and individuals
Potential for interlocal tax
competition
Influence on future decisions to
raise state sales tax
Lack of uniformity on tax rates
among jurisdictions creates
high administrative and
compliance costs
Regressivity
Questionable stability
Not deductible on federal
income tax returns

Comparison of major local revenue sources. As Wallin (1992) points out, it is becoming evident
that a good local government revenue system strives for balance among various sources of
revenue. Every revenue instrument has strengths and weaknesses and the more that a
governmental entity relies on a particular tax, the more evident its weaknesses become.
Politically, concerns develop that high and visible taxes may anger taxpayers; thus it is good not
to let any particular tax become overly prominent. Economically, since the yields from different
tax instruments fluctuate with changes in various sectors of the economy, it is wise to have a
diversity of revenue sources in place to avoid fiscal disasters.
This section of the report has discussed the advantages and disadvantages of three common
sources of local government revenue: the property tax, user fees, and the local option sales tax.
The following chart compares these three revenue sources in terms of ten criteria based on
Wallin (1992) and NCSL (1997). Local accountability and flexibility is a measure of how
close taxing and spending decisions are to taxpayers. Administration cost is the government’s
burden of collection. Compliance cost is the burden placed on the taxpayer to comply with the
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tax. Elasticity describes a tax’s ability to respond to personal income growth (or economic
growth as a whole). Horizontal equity is the ability of a tax to impose an equal burden on
people in similar financial situations (i.e., its fairness). Vertical equity indicates to what extent
tax burden increases with the ability to pay (i.e., is it progressive or regressive?). Revenue
potential pertains to how much money a tax will produce. Stability refers to the predictability
and steadiness of a tax given the ups and downs of the economy. Visibility refers to how
noticeable a tax is to taxpayers. Interlocal tax competition refers to the potential for a tax to
incite competition between, say, a central city and its suburbs, or between two neighboring cities.
COMPARISON OF MAJOR LOCAL REVENUE SOURCES

Local Accountability/Flexibility
Administration Cost
Compliance Cost
Elasticity
Horizontal Equity
Vertical Equity
Revenue Potential
Stability
Visibility
Interlocal Tax Competition

Property Tax

User Fees

Medium
medium-high
Low
Medium
Low
low-medium
High
High
High
medium-high

low
very high
medium
low-medium
low-medium
low
low-medium
medium
medium
medium

Local Option
Sales Tax
high
medium
low
high
medium
medium-low
high
medium-low
low-medium
medium-high

Local Option Sales Tax Revenue Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
Even though the local option sales tax would be a new source of revenue to the Treasure Valley,
it is not new to most cities in the United States, and a positive track record has been established
by Idaho’s “resort” cities. As compared to property taxes and fees, as shown in the above table,
sales taxes are high in elasticity and local accountability and flexibility. They also match
property taxes in having high revenue potential. A one percent local option sales tax applied to
Ada and Canyon Counties would generate $826 million for use on infrastructure needs in the
two counties. This equals over 43 percent of the $1.9 billion “revenue gap” identified in the
Tischler Report. If the costs of school construction ($731 million) were financed by the property
tax and deducted from the $1.9 billion, a local option sales tax could generate approximately 70
percent of the remainder.
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Regional Tax Sharing

REGIONAL TAX SHARING
There are several examples in the country where sales tax and/or property tax monies are shared
among entities for infrastructure purposes. The ultimate goal in such cases is to develop a
regional “win-win” situation, not a zero-sum game. All entities have to benefit from such
sharing, in addition to having a philosophical commitment to the betterment of the region. One
of the primary reasons for looking at regional sharing solutions is to introduce an equity
dimension in the delivery and funding of regional services. In many regions, social equity is a
major goal given the kinds of economic, social, and racial disparities that exist between the
central cities and the suburbs. Fortunately, Idaho’s Treasure Valley has not reached that level of
disparity. Indeed, there are differences among communities in the Treasure Valley, but they are
not as stark as in other metropolitan areas.
Regional fiscal equity is another important matter. Atkins (1996) stated that, “Intergovernmental
policymakers may turn to fiscal equity measures to mitigate destructive intraregional competition
or duplication of coveted large scale regional development.” Equity, as used here, pertains to the
equal treatment of similar governmental units (e.g., two cities of similar size and characteristics
are allocated a similar amount of revenue). But equity also deals with variations in the fiscal
capacity of governments that might otherwise be similar. In this role, equity serves a fiscal
equalization function between richer and poorer governments (Charney 1993).
Fiscal equalization may also be pursued based on economic “efficiency.” If different individuals
pay different tax amounts for government services depending on where they live, then there is an
incentive to move to a location where taxes are lower (even though doing so may not be in the
best interest of society). Differences in tax rates between communities can also affect the
location and production decisions of businesses (Charney 1993).
Nunn and Rosentraub (1996) define fiscal equalization as “programs designed to share tax
revenues and tax bases so as to equalize the fiscal capacity of local governments and the tax
obligations of citizens and businesses within a region.” Such programs may use either tax base
sharing or tax revenue sharing. The focus here is on regional tax base sharing.
Additionally, there has been an increase in the number of regional entities providing various,
often infrastructure-related, services within a given metropolitan area. In addition to being
concerned with social and fiscal equity issues, such entities deal with the fragmentation problems
caused by the phenomenon of multiple governance within a region (Dodge calls this
“balkanization”). The revenues supporting these regional entities vary.
Tax Base Sharing
Tax base sharing is utilized to a limited extent in several states: Minnesota, Ohio, Kentucky,
Virginia, and New Jersey. Despite its limited use, it has had prominent discussion in the public
finance literature. (Note the extensive discussion in Appendix L: References and Annotated
Bibliography) Tax base sharing has real potential for use in the Treasure Valley and has been
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seriously considered by the Treasure Valley Leadership Conference and supported by the
Treasure Valley Institute. Indeed, one of the attractive features of tax base sharing, especially for
a conservative state like Idaho, is that revenues can be matched with needs without raising rates
or creating new forms of taxation.
Tax base sharing was pioneered in Minnesota, in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.
The 1971 Minnesota fiscal disparities legislation embraces seven counties, 188 cities, 100 special
districts, and approximately 2.5 million people. The tax base of the area is shared (not the
revenues) through a pooling of tax base increases. A single local rate is levied on this pooled
portion and then through a formula allocation the property tax increase is shared regionwide.
The program is designed to overcome the disparities created when there is a significant increase
in the tax base due to new development but that increase only benefits the local governments in
which the development is located (since service impacts extend far beyond the boundaries of an
affected entity). According to William Dodge (1996), tax base sharing exists in Minnesota “in
part, because it was seen as the best of a number of options to address intercommunity
disparities; it did not set up a new taxing district authority or threaten municipal government
powers.” Over its existence, more than $2 billion of tax revenue has been shared and the
arrangement has reduced disparities from 12:1 to 4:1 while also reducing the amount of
counterproductive economic development competition. (See Appendix F: Tax Base Sharing in
the Treasure Valley: An Analysis Based on Minnesota’s Fiscal Disparities Program).
Another example of a voluntary tax sharing strategy began in 1989 in Montgomery County,
Ohio. The plan enables the 28 participating municipalities (out of 30 eligible) to share in the
financial benefits of intraregion development that occurs outside their own jurisdictional
boundaries. A complex formula based mostly on assessed real property valuation is utilized. At
the same time, participating communities can become eligible for economic development funds
created through a portion of a 0.5% county sales tax increase that had been passed earlier. (See
Pammer and Dustin in Atkins 1996.)
San Diego County and 16 of its 18 municipalities entered into the “Master Property Tax
Agreement” in 1984. The tax sharing program, which was borne out of the era of Proposition 13
property tax reductions, works like this: the base property tax revenues (defined as “property tax
revenues as determined by the County Auditor during the fiscal year immediately preceding the
tax year in which the jurisdictional change is filed”) are adjusted so that the annexing city
receives a certain percentage (which varies for each of the 16 cities) of the pooled county and
detaching special districts= share of the base property tax revenue. The balance of the base
property tax revenue is transferred to the County General Fund. The property tax increment is
adjusted such that the annexing city receives the same percentage of the pooled county and
detaching special districts= share of the annual tax increment (defined as “the property tax
revenue from the annual increase in assessed value.”) The balance of the annual tax increment is
also transferred to the County General Fund (Pete Redmann, pers. comm.).
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A city/county compact between Louisville City/Jefferson County, Kentucky was signed in
1986 and brought about the consolidation and sharing of certain services. Financing is provided
by property taxes and an occupation tax (a tax paid by employers based on number of
employees). The tax sharing mechanism is simply a 54/46 split of the pooled revenues between
the city of Louisville and Jefferson County respectively (Bill Patteson, pers. comm.).
The Inter-municipal Accounts Program in Hackensack Meadowlands (New Jersey) has fourteen
participating cities. The purpose of this revenue sharing agreement was to compensate local
governments whose land was in the District that was removed from the tax rolls for parks and
environmental purposes. According to a District document:
The legislators saw the need to create a fiscal device to share the benefits of
development as they zoned certain areas for industrial, commercial and residential
use and others for parks, highways, open space and other non-taxable public uses.
The tax sharing plan was designed to balance these inequities so that the region
could be developed as a unit with town-to-town equality. In short, each
community will get a proportionate share of the property taxes from ‘new’ (post
1970) development, regardless of where it occurs.

Tax Base Sharing
!
!
!
!
!
!

Advantages
Eliminates policies that are
counterproductive to
region
Eliminates economic
distortion between local
boundaries
Economy of scale = lower
cost
Captures the suburban tax
base
Compensates gov’t for
non-economic decisions
(i.e., parks or parking)
Positive influence on
development pattern

!
!
!
!

!
!

Disadvantages
Few actual examples
Loss of local control
Heightens overall
regressiveness of tax
burden
No mechanism for
internalizing the benefit or
cost of new economic
development
Does not share the
consequences of land use
development decisions
Distribution formula not
based on need

Other Tax Revenue Sharing
Other relevant examples for the Treasure Valley include Denver, Pittsburgh, and California
where entities have used new revenue sources to fund regional infrastructure. According to
Dodge (1996), “regional taxes and special districts have been used frequently to finance regional
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infrastructure improvements, especially in transportation.” California counties collect a sales
tax for roads and bridges. The tax may be permanent or subject to reauthorization. They may be
allocated to support a particular improvement or for general transportation support. Denver and
Pittsburgh have used portions of a sales tax to support “regional assets.” Both municipalities
have piggybacked their sales tax onto the state sales tax. In Denver, 0.1% of regional revenues
is allocated to the Scientific and Cultural Facilities District. This allows the region to support
projects that otherwise would be supported only by the central city. The total revenue is about
$20 million annually. In Pittsburgh, a 0.5% local option tax is allocated to the Allegheny
Regional Assets District. Monies are used to support regional priorities such as libraries, parks,
sports facilities, and cultural organizations. The district contracts out for services but does not
deliver services. The annual total collection is approximately $50 million (Atkins 1996).
One model utilized in Portland, Oregon and attempted in other areas is the Metropolitan
Services District (“Metro”), a “fee-based authority with limited and expressly delegated multipurpose responsibilities”(Atkins 1996). Metro was created in 1970 to provide regional solid
waste disposal. Later, zoo management responsibilities were added and then, in 1992, the area
was designated as a home rule region with major regional land-use planning and growth
management functions, including urban growth boundary responsibilities. Metro provides
management for the convention center, the metropolitan zoo, regional solid waste service,
recycling facilities, parks and recreation planning and maintenance, the library system, and a
construction licensing system. Although Metro has no taxing authority, its activities are financed
by user fees, property tax revenues, an excise tax, member dues, and bonds (Atkins 1996, Karen
Blauer, pers. comm.) (see Appendix G: Case Study: Portland Metropolitan Service District
(Metro)).
In 1996, the Virginia Assembly enacted the Regional Competitiveness Act establishing a fund
“to be used to encourage regional strategic planning and cooperation.” $3,000,000 was
appropriated to implement this provision for fiscal year 1997-98. “The fund goes to local
governments that work together to provide services and plan regionally. One of the many
qualifications of the funding requirements is that an area establish a functioning regional
partnership. The precise structure of the area partnership remains in the hands of the region, but
it must include representation from local governments, the business community, elementary and
secondary education, higher education, and civic groups” (Atkins 1996).
Keys to Successful Tax Sharing
According to Dodge (1996), the success of many of these ventures is based on establishing
“workable combinations” in tax sharing programs; these are combinations that would address the
dilemma of mandating sharing and encouraging voluntary participation. Incentives are important
to entice participation but they may also need to be combined with “sticks.” Economic
development funds could be used, as in Dayton, Ohio, to entice further participation. National,
state, or local funds could be committed to the area as well.
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In reviewing a number of successful models, Atkins (1992) writes that there are three
commonalties in the areas in which regional fiscal policy strategies exist: “spirit of compromise,”
“pursuit of an original solution,” and the addition of “a dose of positive reinforcement” (i.e.,
incentives). As far as compromise is concerned, Atkins says that “the ability to abandon
methodological rigor to political reality” is important. Simply put, the best formula is the one
that works and that will necessarily be the one that best fits the “area’s major political ecology.”
In regard to incentives, examples include the Allegheny County region, which combined the
“less palatable” requirements of fiscal equity measures with local property tax reductions. In
Montgomery County, the effects of fiscal equity efforts made jurisdictions eligible for
economic development funds.
Tax Base Sharing and the “Revenue Gap”
Tax base sharing may be a useful tool in the Treasure Valley, not necessarily for generating new
revenue but redistributing revenues more equitably. It has been considered by two regional
entities: the Treasure Valley Leadership Conference and the Treasure Valley Partnership. A tax
base sharing plan that addresses the problem of spreading the benefits of major new
developments throughout the region (just as the costs of such development are spread throughout
the region) could be a significant contribution to addressing impacts among local government
entities in the Treasure Valley. Legislative action would probably be required to implement such
a sharing arrangement including a formula to distribute the “pooled” portion of the increase in
tax base. The alternative used in some regions is an intergovernmental agreement.
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State Shared Revenue

STATE SHARED REVENUE
State shared revenue is provided to local governments in all fifty states and has become an
important part of local government revenues. In a time when federal assistance to local
governments has dwindled down to next-to-nothing, state shared revenues have replaced “federal
reductions almost dollar for dollar” (Kee and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991). Tax
collections by state and local governments were almost equal until the early 1960s, but the states
have steadily collected more than local governments for the last three decades. Yet local
governments have always spent more than state governments and the discrepancy is widening. In
recent years, state shared revenues have accounted for over 30% of local government revenues in
the U.S. (Aronson and Hilley 1986).
The original purpose of states sharing revenues with local governments was to compensate local
governments for the loss of property tax when certain categories of property were exempted by
state legislatures. For example, in 1971, after the Idaho Legislature exempted livestock, forest
products, and merchandise from being taxed as personal property, the Legislature provided the
Business Inventory Replacement Program to compensate for this loss. (Another purpose of state
shared revenues is for states to help local governments provide public services.) The earliest and
best example of this is education. The state collects taxes for education and redistributes these
revenues to local school districts. From the state’s perspective, there are a number of benefits to
having better equity in the funding of education across the state.
Advantages and disadvantages of state shared revenue. There are a number of advantages of
state shared revenue:
Tax Capacity. States have more capacity to raise revenue through large and more diverse statewide tax bases as opposed to local governments which raise money on a relatively small tax base.
Most states have state-wide income, sales, tobacco, and gasoline taxes, vehicle licenses and
registration fees, and pari-mutuel and lottery revenue. Most of these revenue sources are not as
readily available to local governments (Aronson and Hilley 1986).
Tax Efficiency. State governments are more efficient at raising taxes. Tax collections are
conducted on a state-wide level through a centralized state tax authority. Vehicle license and
registration fee collections, for example, are done in each county rather than in every community.
Income, sales, and tobacco taxes are sent directly to the state tax authority. If every community
attempted to collect these taxes from its citizens, the administrative cost (and frustration on the
part of citizens) would often outweigh the benefits received from the tax.
Program Subsidy. State government can effectively control the expenditure of state shared
revenues for designated purposes by imposing conditions placed on their uses. States may
subsidize local governments in order to provide services not accessible in the private
marketplace. Services such as daycare, recreation, and health programs may fall in this category
(Kee and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991). In addition, the state may provide incentives
for implementing state policies through the distribution of state revenues to local governments.
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State-wide Public Services. State governments can provide a wide range of services which are
then delivered by local government. The most common services provided through state shared
revenues are education (receiving over 60% of state-shared revenues), welfare, and highways
(Aronson and Hilley 1986). State revenue collecting has become more centralized as has state
spending (although the majority of programs are still delivered at the state level). Most of the
centralization of services has occurred in the state legal system and social welfare programs (Kee
and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991).
Positive Externalities. State government may desire the spillover effect (or externalities) of
services provided by local governments. For example, “a state might provide assistance to local
school districts in recognition that benefits of educating students in particular districts spill over
to the benefit of the state as a whole.” (Kee and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991)
State-wide Equalization. States can equalize the delivery of services or effectively redistribute
income across the state according to need rather than the locality’s wealth. This is often the
objective of general assistance to the poor (Kee and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991). Poor
communities are often not able to raise sufficient revenue to handle their social welfare needs
because of a limited tax base. The state has the capacity to levy taxes on rich and poor
communities. The state can then focus the redistribution of these revenues to the communities
with the greatest need.
There are also a number of disadvantages to state shared revenue from the local government
perspective.
State Control of Public Services. The largest disadvantages relate to control of public service
delivery and local government revenue and budgets. The state effectively controls public
services through the financial strings attached to most revenue sharing. Local governments are
often considered “creatures of the state” and therefore are under the control of state legislatures
and bureaucracy in the administration of public service programs. “States are ultimately
responsible for determining local government areas of service responsibility, fiscal processes,
and revenue-raising authority” (Kee and Forrer in Petersen and Strachota 1991). States delegate
taxing authority, but also have the ability to impose service mandates and spending limits, and
can either allow or prohibit local governments from levying specific types of taxes.
State Influence on Local Government Revenues. Another disadvantage of state shared revenue
for local governments is the lack of local control and flexibility regarding an important and large
share of their operational revenues. In order to change the distribution formula or tax rate, local
governments must lobby the state legislature like any other interest group. State legislatures may
decide in any particular session to significantly alter the revenue stream to local governments,
thus seriously affecting their ability to provide services.
Preemption of Tax Sources. When the state levies taxes, it can effectively preempt that tax
source from being used by local governments. For example, if a local government were to
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attempt to levy an additional sales tax on top of the state sales tax, voter approval (if required)
might prove difficult to attain.
State Shared Revenue
!
!
!
!
!

!

Advantages
Utilize greater state tax
capacity
Centralized collection more
efficient
States can influence local
programs (recreation, health,
daycare)
States can provide public
services, delivered by local
gov’t (education)
Positive externalities (e.g.,
lower corrections costs may
derive from better education
financing)
State-wide equalization of
services

Disadvantages
! State control over local
services
! State control over local
operating budgets
! State can preempt available tax
sources

State Shared Revenue Practices in the Western States
Other western states have dealt with state shared revenues in various ways. The formulas for the
distribution of sales tax monies to local governments vary considerably in the West. Two
western states (Montana and Oregon) do not have state sales taxes; Oregon, however, still allows
for a limited degree of retail sales tax activity at the local level.
Arizona: From the total state sales tax collections in a particular county, 25% is returned to the
cities. The cities’ share is then distributed to a particular city on a per capita basis. Cities can
also impose their own sales tax if approved by the electorate.
Nevada: Nevada collects a total of 6.5% on all taxable sales and taxable use items. 2.25%
(34.6% of the total revenue collected) is redistributed to cities and counties through the Basic
City County Relief Tax on a per capita basis and through the Supplemental City-County Relief
Tax based on point of sale.
New Mexico: The gross receipts tax for New Mexico is 5%. Cities receive, based on point of
sale, 1.225% of the gross receipts tax (which accounts for 24.5% of total revenue). In addition to
the shared revenues, cities are allowed to impose a local gross receipts tax.
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Utah: The total sales tax in Utah can be as high as 6.25%. The state sales tax is 5% (accounts
for 77% of total sales tax revenue collected) and remains with the state. There is a local 1% sales
tax (16% of total sales tax revenue collected). The revenue is then distributed back to the cities
and counties based on a 50-50 distribution, evenly divided on per capita and point of sales bases.
One-quarter of one percent (4% of total sales tax revenue collected) is a transit district tax.
Washington: All sales tax including local sales/use taxes are collected by the state and
distributed to localities from which they originated through a coding system. The base state rate
is 6.5%. Since each locality can pass ordinances to add local option taxes, the current combined
sales/use tax rate throughout the state ranges from 7% to 8.2%. Local option taxes can be
imposed for general operating funds, county criminal justice facilities, public facilities, and
transportation based upon a formula.
State Shared Revenue in Idaho: Idaho uses state shared revenues to redistribute sales tax, income
tax, gasoline tax, and liquor revenues. These funds are used to support education at the local
district level, roads and streets in communities, and to augment city and county general funds.
Education Funding
Support for Idaho Education. Education in the State of Idaho is supported by a variety of funds.
The majority of funding comes from the citizens of Idaho through state appropriations and local
property taxes for maintenance and operations. (See Appendix H: Financing Idaho’s Public
Schools)
State Funds. 73% of total education expenditures are allocated through the State General
Fund. An additional 5% comes from dedicated accounts including Replacement Tax
revenue (replacing the 0.1% of property taxes and provided by the legislature as property
tax relief), state grants, endowments, and gifts. Less than 1% comes from the
combination of Tobacco Tax and Lottery funds.
Local Funds. 21% of education revenues come from local property taxes.
Federal Funds. 6% of total expenditures come from the federal government for special
programs such as Special Education, Vocational Education, School Lunch Program, and
Block Grants.
Estimated revenue for 1997-98 = $756,000,000 from state appropriations and
$206,036,612 from local property taxes. This amount is based on adjusted market values
taxed at an average levy of 0.4%.
There are basically three distributions of state appropriated and local funds: State education
programs, salary allocations and benefits, and unit funding. Two of these distributions are based
on “support units.” Support units (SU) are determined from students enrolled, average daily
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attendance, and state-determined “divisors.” SU = Total Students Enrolled x Average Daily
Attendance (ADA) divided by categorical divisors. The following are a sample of categorical
divisors as found in Idaho Code 33-1006:
Kindergarten:
Elementary:
Secondary:
Exceptional:
Alternative:

For ADA 41 students and greater, the divisor is 40 (1 SU per 40 students).
For ADA 300 students and greater, the divisor is 20 (1 SU per 20 students).
For ADA 750 students and greater, the divisor is 18.5 (1 SU per 18.5 students).
For ADA 14 students and greater, the divisor is 14.5 (1 SU per 14.5 students).
For ADA 12 students and greater, the divisor is 12 (1 SU per 12 students).

Recognizing that it costs more per student to educate students in rural areas, the formula allows
for a lower divisor (therefore a lower student/teacher ratio) than those shown above.
State Education Programs. The first allocation of education funds is for specific state programs.
These are often referred to as “off the top expenditures.” These programs are as follows and may
change with each legislative session:
Tuition-equivalency allowances
Transportation support program
Feasibility studies
Border district allowances
Exceptional child contract allowances
Expectant and delivered mothers allowance

Substance abuse programs
Technology grants
Innovative teaching grants
Academic improvement programs
Reading improvement programs
Teacher training and mentoring programs

Approximately 10%, or $77,607,800, of the $756,000,000 state appropriation goes to these
programs.
Salaries and Benefits. The second allocation involves school district employee salaries and state
paid benefits. These two allocations are by far the largest in the formula. The salary-based
apportionment includes salaries for teachers, administrators, and classified employees. State paid
benefits include Social Security, Medicare, public employee retirement, and unemployment
insurance for district employees. Other employee benefits, such as health, dental and life
insurance are paid by the district out of discretionary funds.
Each district receives a staff allowance for certified employees, administrators, and classified
employees. Salaries and benefits for these employees are allocated by the state. If a district
chooses to hire more employees than allocated, the district must pay their salaries and benefits
from district discretionary funds. The staff allowance formula is as follows:
Certified employees = SU x 1.1 (or 1.1 teacher, counselor, nurse, etc. per Support Unit)
Administrators = SU x 0.075 (or .075 administrator per Support Unit)
Classified employees = SU x 0.375 (or .375 secretaries, custodians, etc. per Support Unit).
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The number of allowed staff (as calculated based on the number of support units in a district) is
multiplied by the average salary of teachers and administrators* in the district (based on their
education and experience) to determine the amount each district is to receive from the SalaryBased Apportionment and State Paid Employee Benefits programs.
*Transportation and food service employees are not included in this calculation. Their salaries
are paid for from different allocations.
A district-wide education and experience index is also determined for certified employees by
placing each certified employee on the state index schedule found in Idaho Code 33-1004A. This
is also done for each administrator to determine a district education and experience index for
administration.
It is also necessary to know the base salary as set by the legislature annually. For 1997-98, it was
$19,715 for certified employees; $28,843 for administrators; and $15,300 for classified
employees. A salary allocation is then determined for certified employees, administrators, and
classified employees separately and then added together to determine the district salary
allocation. The formula is as follows:
Certified Salary Allocation = (SU’s x 1.1) x Base Salary x Experience/Education index
Administrator Allocation = (SU’s x .075) x Base Salary x Experience/Education index
Classified Salary Allocation = (SU’s x .0375) x Base Salary**
**Note there is not an Experience/Education index for classified employees.
Once the district salary allocation has been determined, the state paid benefits can be calculated
by multiplying the total benefits index times the salary allocation.
Unit Funding. Of the 1997-98 state appropriation approximately 89% was allocated for salaries
and benefits and approximately 6% went for “off the top” programs. The remainder of the state
appropriation is added to local sources of revenue (property tax--at a rate of .003 of adjusted
market value) and is distributed to the school districts according to a formula designed to
equalize educational services throughout the state. This means that although property taxes are
levied at the local level, these revenues are “pooled” by all school districts and redistributed
according to the number of support units in each district.
The remainder of the state appropriation for 1997-98 was approximately $34,882,900. This was
added to approximately $206,036,612 in local property tax revenue from all school districts for a
total of $240,919,512. This total was then distributed to school districts for operation and
maintenance expenses. Each districts’ share is determined by the number of support units in
each district. The estimated number of support units statewide for 1997-98 was 12,483. By
dividing the number of statewide support units into $240,919,512 it is determined that each
support unit is worth $19,299.81. The unit funding for each district is then the number of district
SU’s times $19,299.81. Idaho Code then requires that $300 per support unit of the district unit
funding be used for a “safe school environment.”
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How Idaho Compares. Idaho is one of only ten states in the nation that provides no money for
school construction. Construction bonds to provide revenue for construction purposes must be
passed by a supermajority (two-thirds) of the voters.
Washington: 60% of vote, receive half of state funds generated from timber sales on public lands
Wyoming: severence tax from school-owned lands
Alaska: oil severence tax
Montana: subsidize districts poorer than state average
North Carolina: target poorer districts with critical needs
Colorado: requires school districts to set aside $202 per pupil for capital needs
(“Idaho Schools Chronically Underfunded,” Andrea Vogt/The Spokesman-Review,
http://WWW.VirtuallyNW.com/stories/1997/Nov/10/S304189.asp)
Property Tax Revenue Projections to meet the “Revenue Gap” for Schools
A large portion of the $1.9 billion “revenue gap” is for school construction ($731 million) which
has traditionally been funded by the property tax. It is estimated that an annual property tax
levy of $2.24 per $1,000 of assessed value would be required to finance $731 million for schools.
Owners of a $120,000 home ($70,000 taxable value) would pay an additional $156.80 per year.
Sales Tax Distribution
A portion (13.75%) of Idaho’s sales tax revenue is distributed directly to cities, counties, and
other taxing districts. There are two sales tax distribution programs: Business Inventory
Replacement funds are passed through the counties and then go to local taxing districts; revenue
sharing monies go directly to cities and counties.
Business Inventory Replacement Program (6% of state sales tax revenue) (See Appendix I:
Business Inventory Property Tax Replacement Sales Tax)
“Hold Harmless Base”: Counties receive a constant $3.4 million each quarter. This
amount was established in 1979 to replace the loss of revenue from property tax charged
against business inventory property (this property tax category was exempted by the
legislature in 1971). Shares are then allocated to individual taxing districts within the
counties according to the district’s levy in 1979.
Excess: Counties also receive the difference between the base business inventory
replacement allocation and 6% of the state sales tax revenues. Counties receive these
funds based on the average property tax charges against business inventory property in
the base years of 1965-67. Taxing districts then receive their shares based on the current
year’s real and personal property shown on the property rolls and current property tax
levies. The Excess Business Inventory Replacement amounted to $4.6 million in the first
quarter of 1995.
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There are no use restrictions placed on business inventory replacement funds except for funds
received by counties for dissolved taxing districts. After receiving their allocation from the
counties, taxing districts are able to spend these funds as they would any own-source revenues.
City-County Revenue Sharing Program (7.75% of state sales tax revenue) (See Appendix J:
City–County Revenue Sharing Program)
City Revenue Sharing. In addition to the Base and Excess Business Inventory
Replacement Funds, all incorporated cities which are recognized by the Bureau of Census
and have properly elected governments receive a direct allocation equaling 3.875% of
total state sales tax revenues. This distribution is based on population (50%) and property
values (50%). Population is determined by the last official Census Bureau count or
estimate. Property values are calculated from the previous year.
County Revenue Sharing. Counties also receive 3.875% of total state sales tax revenues
in addition to other sales tax distributions, but these funds need not be redistributed to
other taxing districts. Each county receives a base amount of $7,500 each quarter and a
share based on population. Population figures are updated annually using Census Bureau
estimates.

Ada County
Canyon County
Boise
Caldwell
Eagle
Greenleaf
Homedale
Kuna
Marsing
Melba
Meridian
Middleton
Nampa
Notus
Parma

1996 Allocations in Canyon and Ada Counties
BIR
$5,237,507
$5,237,507
$2,970,926
$2,970,926
$5,808,831
$639,784
$204,630
$15,488
$51,164
$64,770
$19,509
$7,320
$543,825
$52,449
$1,003,856
$10,452
$47,299

RS

Sales Tax Revenue Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
Various ways of using sales taxes for generating revenues to address the $1.9 million revenue
gap are considered in this report. These included increasing the state-wide sales tax by one
percent, enacting a local option sales tax of one percent, and changing the formula for the
distribution of the state sales tax. Enacting a one percent local option sales tax in Ada and
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Canyon Counties would be the most productive of these measures, generating an estimated $826
million in additional revenue for the years 1998-2015.
Idaho Highway Distribution Account
Approximately 36% of the funds collected from the state gasoline tax, vehicle registration fees,
and a variety of other taxes, fees, and fines go to local governments for use in building and
maintaining roads in local communities.
Sources. The sources of funds for the Idaho Highway Distribution Account include the state
gasoline tax, special fuel tax, license and permit fees, trailer house registration, class D operators
license fees, reflector plate fees, vehicle registration fees, trip permits, gross weight distance
taxes, fines, and penalties. The funds from these sources are used for administrative expenses
and other programs (such as drivers training and the county justice fund) before they reach the
Net Highway Distribution Account.
The Restricted Highway Fund receives revenues generated by the $.04 increase in the gasoline
tax and special fuel tax implemented in 1996 and the increases in county and state vehicle
registration fees implemented in 1997.
Distribution. The Net Highway Distribution Account is divided into three categories: local
government (35.77%), law enforcement (5.40%), and the state highway account (58.83%).
Of the local government account, $250,000 is diverted to the Local Highway Technical
Assistance Council. Of the remainder in the local government account:
30% goes to cities (based on population).
70% goes to counties and highway districts.
Of the 70% going to counties and highway districts:
• 10% is equally divided between all counties, then equally divided between all
highway districts in each county.
• 45% is distributed based on the percent of motor vehicle registration revenue raised in
each county or highway district compared to the state total.
• 45% is distributed based on the percent of improved road mileage in each county or
highway district compared to the state total.
The Restricted Highway Fund is distributed so that:
50% goes to the Idaho Transportation Department.
50% goes to counties and highway districts.
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Of the 50% going to counties and highway districts:
• 10% is equally divided between all counties, then equally divided between all
highway districts in each county.
• 45% is distributed based on the percent of motor vehicle registration revenue raised in
each county or highway district compared to the state total.
• 45% is distributed based on the percent of improved road mileage in each county or
highway district compared to the state total.
The following chart shows changes in Idaho’s vehicle registration fees. Note the rapid increase
in recent years. This fact makes is unlikely that further increases will be acceptable.

Idaho Vehicle Registration Fees
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Highway Distribution Account Revenue Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
Revenue estimates are made for several alternatives for the Highway Distribution Account in
this report. Among the considerations was a $0.01 increase in the state fuel tax, a $0.01 local
option fuel tax, a $1.00 increase in the state vehicle registration fees, a $1.00 local option
vehicle registration fee, and changes in the Highway Account distribution formula. The option
generating the greatest revenue of those considered was the $0.01 local option fuel tax. An
estimated $49 million could be generated for each $0.01 in local option fuel tax in Ada and
Canyon Counties for the years 1998-2015.
Liquor Distribution Account
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The “surplus,” or revenue in excess of expenses for administration, operation and the actual cost
of merchandise in the liquor dispensary are required by Idaho Code 23-404 to be distributed in
the following way: (See Appendix K: Liquor Surcharge)
$4,945,000 to the state general fund
$1,200,000 to the alcohol treatment account
$1,200,000 to the public school income fund
$ 650,000 to the cooperative welfare account
$ 300,000 to the community college account
These transfers account for a total of $8,295,000 in fixed costs to come from liquor dispensory
surpluses. The remainder is to be distributed to cities and counties as follows:
40% to counties in proportion to liquor sales in each county compared to total sales in the state.
60% to cities:
90% of which goes to incorporated cities with liquor stores in proportion to sales in each
city compared to total sales in the state.
10% of which goes to incorporated cities without liquor stores in proportion to
population.
In 1996, the total surplus amount to be distributed was $16,636,731 less the $8,295,000 in fixed
transfers (50%); this left $8,341,731 for distribution to counties and cities:
40% to counties = $3,336,712
60% to cities = $5,005,019
90% to cities with liquor stores = $4,504,517
10% to cities without liquor stores = $500,502.
Liquor Distribution Account Revenue Projections and the “Revenue Gap”
Several alternatives are considered for modifications to the Liquor Distribution Account in this
report. A change in the distribution formula was considered, but the most significant revenues
from this source would be to increase the price of liquor by $1.00 per bottle in Ada and Canyon
Counties and dedicate those funds to infrastructure improvements. Over $31 million could be
raised for each $1.00 increase in the price per bottle of liquor.
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